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For banks and other financial institutions, data 
migration is a crucial process. Essentially, it involves 
transferring data from one system or platform to 
another during a merger, acquisition, upgrade or 
system change. This can be complex and challenging 
for many reasons. These range from high volumes 
of data and stringent regulatory requirements all 
the way to the need for seamless integration with 
existing systems. To minimize the risk of data loss, 
system downtime and customer disruption, these 
players therefore need to ensure a well-planned and 
executed data migration process is in place.

Navigating data migration challenges
In the fast-paced finance industry, accurate 
data processing (i.e., ensuring data being used 
or analyzed is correct, complete, consistent 
and up to date) is crucial for lowering IT costs 
and increasing agility. At the same time, ever-
increasing infrastructure costs make it difficult to 
provide customers with the services and digital 
banking experiences they expect. While the cloud 
and modern applications offer promising next-
generation capabilities data migrations can be 
a source of stress producing common problems 
such as transformation and reconciliation errors 
increase costs and damage customer experiences. 
Meanwhile, complex compliance requirements 
make many IT leaders averse to data migrations 
altogether. But with legacy systems reaching the 
end of their useful lives, banks must navigate the 
difficulties of data migration to stay ahead of  
the competition.

Let’s explore two important approaches to data 
migration and how they can help overcome 
common migration challenges.

Migration on the fly the conversion 
process
When it comes to the conversion process supporting 
M&As processes, companies have two options: 
streaming conversion and batch conversion. 
While both achieve the same end goal, significant 
differences exist in the way they operate.

The main difference lies in the speed and impact of 
the conversion process. Streaming conversion is a 
real-time process that extracts and converts eligible 
customers on-demand, locking their accounts for 
less than 10 minutes. In contrast, batch conversion 
is a pre-planned bulk event that extracts all data 
to be converted from the production database 
via file creation and transfer. During this time, 
some systems may be unavailable, and no account 
maintenance can be performed on converting 
customers. Additionally, in batch conversion, 
any accounts with data validation issues will be 
corrected post-conversion, while in streaming 
conversion, accounts with validation errors are 
unlocked during the conversion process to ensure 
data integrity.

Overall, streaming conversion is more customer-
focused (so it minimally impacts customers) and it 
allows for near real-time audit. Batch conversion 
meanwhile, brings a larger impact on systems and 
customers, with data quality issues addressed  
post-conversion.
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Activity Batch Streaming

Source system downtime 
(zero customers serviceable)

Downtime hours during extract  
& lock Zero

Target system downtime 
(zero customers serviceable)

Downtime hours during injection & 
unlock Zero

Customer downtime / lock time 
(customer being converted not 

serviceable)
Hours or days of downtime 10 minutes only

Interim business processes (during 
conversion window)

Plan, test, train for months prior to 
conversion Zero

Failed quality check during conversion
Either stop converting all accounts  

or continue and fix impacted  
accounts post-conversion

Individual impacted account unlocked; 
remaining accounts continue flow

Post-conversion validation Occurs hours after last  
account injected

Within one hour of account  
conversion!

Velocity Millions per extended event 10K/hour

Execution window Night/weekend
18hours/day, including business hours 
Updated during 10-minute conversion 

flow

Downstream applications
Required data is provided in files  

after transformation of all  
conversion flows for each account

Updated during 10-minute conversion 
flow for each account

Billing schedule

Some cycles are held in both source 
& target shortly before conversion 

downtime date, then updated  
in target following conversion (some 

bills are sent later than normal)

Zero billing schedule disruptions

A comparison between the two approaches:
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Putting tools into action
Creating an efficient plan to use these tools is a key. Amdocs Data Business Services integrates the needs of 
the end-customer, business and systems to ensure a painless precision migration. Using proven methodology, 
we conduct discovery, scoping sessions and mitigation, which form the basis of detailed system, product and 
customer assessments, combining business and technology needs, to create a precision strategy. 

Using the Amdocs core migration fabric, we first develop incremental transformation and validation for the 
initial customer segment, followed by progressive testing and migration of each subsequent, more complex 
cohort. This iterative approach enables us to add volume for each migration with constant quality and process 
optimization, without causing any disruption to customers.

We’ve planned and executed dozens of large-scale 
migrations for highly regulated giants all over the 
globe. Learn more about what Amdocs can do to 
help your organization prepare for and execute a 
highly smooth migration.
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